This paper verifies the Perfect Order Subset Conjecture for Simple Groups for all but one family of finite simple groups. Specifically, for each nonabelian finite simple group G there is some N such that the cardinality of the nonempty subset of all elements of order N in G does not divide the order of G, unless G is an orthogonal group of plus type in dimension 4n, for some n 2.
Introduction
The theory of equations in finite groups has a rich and prominent history, going back at least to Frobenius's celebrated result that for any natural number N dividing the order of a finite group G, the number of solutions to the equation x N = 1 in G is a multiple of N (see [11] ). Furthermore, Frobenius conjectured that if there are exactly N solutions to this equation, then these form a normal subgroup of G. The latter conjecture has only recently been verified in [15] , and its proof relies on the Classification of the Finite Simple Groups. More recently, attention has also focused on the properties and combinatorics of subsets of G consisting of the elements of order equal to N, for individual or families of finite groups.
By way of examples, it is an exercise that the number of elements of prime order p in any group whose order is divisible by p is congruent to −1 (mod p); and Herzog proves the congruence holds (mod p 2 ), with certain classified exceptions, [14] . Foote and Jones in [9] determine all groups that contain exactly N elements of order N and are generated by these elements. Katayama in [18] considers "Dirichlet series" attached to a finite group G-defined by taking the coefficient of each monomial X N to be the number of elements of order N in G-and studies the associated "zeta-function" of G, using it to provide information about the statistical distribution of orders of elements in G. Results on the number of unipotent elements of prime order in groups of Lie type are mentioned briefly toward the end of this Introduction.
Since the number of elements of order N in the cyclic group of order N is φ(N), where φ is Euler's function, in the latter lines of research there is an often implicit relationship between the divisors of |G| and the divisors of φ(N), for various N dividing |G|. Thus the study of the collection of elements of order N is almost inherently intertwined with such considerations, thereby adding an interesting number-theoretic dimension to these investigations. In a series of papers [7, 8, 17] , C. Finch, L. Jones and K. Topin instigate a new line of research in this vein, beginning with some terminology that we adapt slightly for our purposes. Whenever the finite group G has an element of order N, let O N (G) be the set of all elements of G of order N-called an order subset for G. A perfect order subset is one whose cardinality divides the group order. These papers, and works by others, [5, 21, 24] , are mainly concerned with determining groups in which every order subset is perfect, focusing primarily on abelian such groups. Finch, Jones and Walter Feit also construct families of nonabelian groups with this property; and Finch-Jones classify which groups in the family S L 2 (q), for q a prime power, have all order subsets perfect (q = 251 being the largest instance). In contrast, each of the simple groups P S L 2 (q) possesses an order subset that is not perfect; and so Finch-Jones pose the following conjecture (see [8] , Conjecture 5.3), which is the central question of this paper:
The POS Conjecture for Simple Groups. Every simple group except Z 2 contains a nonempty order subset that is not perfect. This is easily verified for the cyclic groups, sporadic groups and alternating groups: see Section 5.
The POS Conjecture was verified for the simple groups G ∼ = F 4 (q) for all q by the second author in his Masters Thesis [22] . He also outlined how his method might apply to other families of exceptional groups of Lie type. By following his approach and considerably extending his methods we obtain the following, which is the main result of this paper. Reist's method was to take an element w from the Coxeter class in the Weyl group, let |w| = n, and let T be a finite maximal torus in G obtained by twisting a split torus (in the algebraic group) with w. He proved T is cyclic and contains a conjugate of every element of G of order N = |T |. (In F 4 (q) we have n = 12 and N = q 4 − q 2 + 1.) We extend this general scheme in a relatively straightforward fashion to all the exceptional groups of Lie type in Section 4. For the families of classical simple groups, although the focus is again on cyclic maximal tori, we first establish (in Section 2) some lengthy but not otiose elementary number-theoretic propositions on divisors of q n ± 1; a few "thin" rank exceptional cases issuing from these are not pursued, but circumvented via generally succinct group-theoretic finesses in Section 3. It turns out that we can, for the most part, quote results now in the literature on maximal tori so as not to duplicate their construction. Some thorny number-theoretic obstructions that arise when dealing with one choice of torus may be circumvented by switching to another class of maximal tori; so in many families we prove that there are two values of N such that the POS Conjecture is true via one of them. Wherever expediently possible we do the additional work, or provide very specific conditions, to pin down which choice gives an order subset whose cardinality does not divide the group order. Our methods do not cover the even dimensional orthogonal groups specified in the theorem, leaving the conjecture open for these groups.
It is also interesting to note that in the course of the proof in restricted cases where "maximal cyclic torus methods" break down, we are able to verify the POS Conjecture via involutions, i.e., we show |O 2 (G)| | |G|. Indeed, one of the first exercises a novice may encounter in finite group theory is to show that a group of even order necessarily contains an involution [6, Exercise 1.1.31]; so even a neophyte might naturally be led to speculate when the number of involutions divides the group order. In this spirit, our investigation suggests the following variant of the POS Conjecture:
POSI Conjecture. If the simple group G has more than one class of involutions then the number of involutions in G does not divide the order of G unless
This can easily be verified by computer in A n and P S L n (q) for many n and q, and for all simple groups in the Atlas [4] . Our argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.3 verifies POSI in P Sp 4 (q) for all odd q (where there are two classes of involutions). One "advantage" of POSI over POS is that the former may be amenable to character theory and other involution counting methods; moreover, a proof of it would lead to an "essential" verification of the POS Conjecture, as "most" simple groups have more than one class of involutions. The various formulas for |O 2 (G)| in the literature-often given for non-simple groups such as S n or G L n -do not transparently afford such divisibility results (see, for example, [16, 19] fixes the prime p and considers a family of classical groups with ranks tending to infinity. In contrast, the authors' "maximal torus" method appears to be most efficacious when the rank is large (and highly composite). These considerations suggest that there are interesting questions and approaches to POS-type problems that may involve a medley of number theory, combinatorics, algebraic groups, algebraic geometry and character theory. Substantial results by Fullman in this vein appear in [12] , but again it is not transparent how his formulas yield the POS Conjecture via elements of order p.
Some recent results on other Jones-Finch POS Conjectures for abelian groups may be found in [10] .
Preliminary results
A basic tool throughout the paper, and in the construction and proof of conjugacy of maximal tori of finite groups of Lie type, is the following theorem first proved by A.S. Bang [2] (sometimes accredited to Zsigmondy or others): Proposition 2.1. Let a and n be any integers greater than 1. Then there exists a prime z such that z | a n − 1 but z | a i − 1 for any i such that 1 i < n except in the following two cases:
Proof. See [23] for a very elementary proof of this and some stronger results. 2
We shall call a prime z as above a primitive prime divisor of a n − 1. We record some useful observations about cyclotomic polynomials. Let Φ n (x) be the nth cyclotomic polynomial. Let q be a power of the prime q 0 , and let p be a prime. Let ord p (m) be the multiplicative order of m (mod p) whenever p | m. Recall that
The polynomials Φ n (x) are written our explicitly at the outset of Section 5 for some small values of n (that are especially relevant to that section).
Lemma 2.2. Let p be a prime, let q be a power of the prime q 0 and let n 1.
is divisible by some prime > n unless n = 1 or 6 with q = 2, or n = 2 with q + 1 a power of 2.
Proof. These results are well known and easy exercises. The fourth is a consequence of Bang's Theorem. 2
For each natural number k let π(k) be the set of primes dividing k, and let δ(k) be the number of distinct positive integer divisors of k (including 1 and k)-a well-known multiplicative function.
Hypotheses I. Let q be a power of the prime q 0 , and let n be a natural number 2. In each of the following cases define the natural number N as
where d is defined by one of the following three cases: (i) n is an odd prime, 2n + 1 is prime, and π(N) = {2, 2n + 1}, or
In case (U): 
In case (SO):
(a) if N is odd then one of the following holds: 
Remarks. The referee has sketched an argument to eliminate conclusion (SO)(b) (ii), working modulo 7; however, since it can be circumvented group-theoretically in just a few lines (which only appear once), we have not included this for expediency. Conclusion (SO)(a)(ii) happens for (q, n) = (3, (8) in [26] ) show that for each fixed q there are at most finitely many n such that conclusion (L)(b)(i) or (SO)(a)(ii) or (SO)(b)(i) could hold, and that upper bounds on solutions are effectively computable in terms of q. In particular, (SO)(a)(ii) has finitely many solutions, and it seems likely that there are indeed no other solutions. Dr. Stewart informs us that the methods in [25] should yield that each of these exceptions has finitely many solutions; but this does not appear to be explicit in the literature. It might, however, be prolix and nugatory to eliminate these exceptional conclusions by such asymptotic methods. 
Proof. In all cases write
Note that N is even exactly when p 1 = 2; so if M is the numerator of the fraction on the right in (1),
when N is odd in cases (L) and (U), 2 a+1 when N is even in cases (L) and (U), 2 a+1 when N is odd in case (SO), 2 a+2 when N is even in case (SO).
Let D be the denominator of the fraction on the right in (1).
We first find upper bounds on a. Let Q = q m and observe that
For each t 1 let π t be any odd prime dividing (Q 
Thus each π t −1 contributes a factor of 2 t+1 to the denominator, D, of (1). The total 2-power exponent contribution of these to the denominator, ν 2 (D), is therefore at least 
Now suppose a 2, so that (( 
We next work on bounding m. Let δ(n) = e. We seek a lower bound for the number of primes, r, dividing N. If t | n then q t − 1 | q n − 1. Now apply Proposition 2.1 to generically obtain distinct primes
For each t | n there is a prime π t with π t q t − 1 but π t q i − 1 for all 1 i t − 1.
There are three exception to this:
(Z0) when q = 2 there is no prime π 1 , (Z1) when q = 2 and t = 6 | n we lose a prime π 6 ∈ {π 2 = 3, π 3 = 7} from the count, and (Z2) when q = q 0 is a Mersenne prime and t = 2 | n we lose the prime π 2 = 2 from the count.
Assume first that we are in case (L). We exclude from our count above the prime π 1 dividing q − 1 because by definition of N it is possible that all factors involving primes dividing q − 1 -which accounts for primes that may be lost by dividing by d as well -have been factored out of q n − 1 to obtain N. Thus generically we obtain r e − 1 in this case. We must, however, consider In case (L): r e − 2 if (Z1) occurs, e − 1 otherwise.
Assume that we are in case (U), so n is even and 4. We exclude from our unrestricted count above the prime π 2 dividing q + 1 because by definition of N it is possible that all factors involving primes dividing q + 1 -which accounts for those dividing d as well -have been divided out of q n − 1 to obtain N. Thus generically in case (U) we obtain r e − 1. Again we consider the exceptions more carefully. In cases (Z0) and (Z1) we lose π 1 from our count, and d = 1, 3 or 9 with π 2 = 3; thus we could add the prime 3 back into our count if 3 | N. If (Z1) happens, then 7 is double-counted, and so we lose one additional prime in this case too. In case (Z2) -which is mutually exclusive from (Z0) and (Z1) -by definition we see that d is a power of 2. Since we have already excluded π 2 = 2 from the generic count, in this situation we obtain a lower bound of e − 1 on r unless it is only possible to choose π 1 = 2; but since (q − 1, q + 1) = 2, we can always choose π 1 odd unless q = 3. Thus in case (Z2) we lose only one prime from the generic count, and that only then when both 2 | N and q = 3. In case (SO), where d = (2, q − 1), we may allow π 1 in our primitive prime count unless (q − 1)/d has no prime divisor. Thus generically we obtain r e when q > 3. Again we must consider the exceptions to the existence of primitive prime divisors more carefully. In case (Z0) we lose π 1 from our count. In case (Z1) we lose both π 1 and π 6 . In case (Z2) -which again is mutually exclusive from (Z0) and (Z1) -we have d = 2 and so we choose π 2 = 2 in our count (even though it is not a primitive prime divisor); and we always have an odd prime divisor π 1 of q − 1 unless q = 3. In summary:
In case (SO): r
e in all other cases.
By elementary number theory δ is a multiplicative function and e = (a + 1)δ(m).
Counting powers of 2 in the denominator of (1) gives that
where ν 2 (M) is given by (2).
Case I: N is odd. First consider cases (L) and (U) together. In these cases 2 r | n so a r. Thus, using the weakest bound in (6) and (7), we have by (9) r (a
If δ(m) 2 then r 1 and so we have r = a = 1 with δ(m) = 2 and the lower bound of r e − 3 becoming an equality. Thus by (6) and (7) we must be in case (U) with exception (Z1) occurring.
However n = 2m for some prime m, so (Z1) forces m = 3 and q = 2. This is conclusion (U)(a)(i). Thus it remains to consider when δ(m) = 1, and so n = 2 or 4 by (5).
Continue to consider cases (L) and (U). If n = 2 then by hypothesis we are in case (L); and moreover, r = 1, i.e., N is a power of the odd prime p 1 . In this case, by (1) we have p 1 − 1 | 2, and so p 1 = 3 and (L)(a)(i) holds. In cases (L) and (U) we may henceforth assume n = 4. Thus we must be in case (U).
In (U) all odd primes dividing d must divide q + 1, so q − 1 = 2 β . It follows that: d = 3 or 1 (when q = 2); d = 16 or 1 (when q = 3); and d = 2(q + 1) or 5 or 1 (when q > 3). But when q > 3 we see that (q − 1)/2 is even, and hence so too is N. Thus q = 2 or 3 and a quick check shows that (U)(a)(ii)
holds. This completes cases (L) and (U).
Next consider case (SO). In this case 2 r | 2n so a + 1 r. Let r e − for ∈ {0, 1, 2} according to the conditions in (8); so we have r (a 2-we show that this leads to the specified conclusions. If = 2 then by (8) we are in case (Z1) and δ(m) 3, i.e., m is either a prime or the square of a prime; and since 6 | n that prime is 3. By (5) we therefore have n = 6 or 18 (with q = 2). Since r 2 a quick check shows that conclusion (SO)(a)(i) holds.
If m = 1 and = 1, then δ(m) = 2, i.e., m is a prime; furthermore r = 1. By (8) 
is divisible by more than one prime, a contradiction. Thus n = m is an odd prime. Furthermore, it follows from (1) that p 1 − 1 | 2n, and so either p 1 = 3 or p 1 = 2n + 1. However by Lemma 2.2(4), N is divisible by some prime > 3. This shows conclusion (SO)(a)(ii) holds. In all other cases m = 1 and so by (5) conclusion (SO)(a)(iii) holds. This completes the N odd case.
Case II: N is even and n > 2. In this case q is odd and p 1 = 2. Also since q = 2, exceptional case (Z1) does not arise. Since N is even, exceptional case (Z2) in (7) does not occur either. Thus by (6), (7) and (8) we always have
We first dispose of some small values of r.
If r = 1 then N must be a power of 2, and by (11) we must have either a = 0 with n = m prime or a = 1 with m = 1. The latter is ruled out because n = 2. In the former case we are not under hypothesis (U), and by Lemma 2.2(4), q n − 1 is always divisible by a prime > n, which is easily seen to divide N too, a contradiction.
If r = 2 then by (11) we must have either a = 0 with δ(m) = 2 or 3, or a ∈ {1, 2} with m = 1. In the latter case n = 2 or 4, and the proposition is true. Assume the former case holds, so we are not under hypothesis (U) and n = m is a prime or the square of a prime. If n = p 2 , then Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.2 shows that there are distinct odd primes dividing Φ p (q) and Φ p 2 (q), and both these divide N, contrary to r = 2. Thus n is an odd prime. In (1) with r = 2, since p 2 − 1 is relatively prime to p 2 , we must have
In case (L) we must have p 2 = 3 or 2n. The first possibility contradicts Lemma 2.2(4). Thus p 2 = 2n + 1, and conclusion (L)(b)(i) holds. In case (SO), N = 1 2
For the remainder of the N even case we may assume r 3. We show that n is a power of 2.
Suppose not and so δ(m) 2. Then by (11) we have:
In all cases r 3 and r 2a + 1.
Suppose first we are in cases (L) or (U), so by (2) and (12) 
It follows that p 2 − 1 = 2p or 2p
2 .
Continuing to assume a = 0 and m = p 2 , consider first when p 2 = 2p + 1. In this case, since In case (SO): if δ(m) 2, then either a = 1 or a = 2 with q = 3.
Consider next when a = 1. By (2), r 4 and by (8) , r 2δ(m). These force r = 4 and δ(m) = 2, i.e., m is a prime. Now (1) reduces to
Furthermore
where the last two factors are odd with g.c.d. 1 or a power of m. Since each factor in the denominator of (15) contributes a factor of 2, by "stripping away primes" we must have either (i): p 2 = 3, or (ii): p 2 − 1 = 2m and then p 3 − 1 = 2p 2 and subsequently p 4 − 1 = 2p 3 . This shows:
Consider when p 2 = 3 (and a = 1). Then no p i equals m, so the two largest cyclotomic factors of N in (16) ) gives an immediate contradiction. This handles all "generic" cases of (SO). Finally, when δ(m) 2 it remains to consider when q = 3 and a = 2. By (8) and (9), r 3δ(m)−1 5. Since r a + 3 = 5:
When a = 2 and q = 3 we have: r = 5 and δ(m) = 2, (17) so m is a prime. Also note that now p 2 = 3. Since there are, by (17) , four even factors in the denominator of (1) whereas the 2-power exponent of the numerator is 4, we must have each p i ≡ 3 (mod 4) for i = 2, . . . , 5 Remark. It seems unlikely that Hypothesis II can ever hold, however the following restrictions are sufficient for our purposes. 
Proposition 2.4. If Hypothesis
Note that N is even exactly when p 1 = 2; so if M is the numerator of the fraction on the right in
when N is odd, 2 a+1 when N is even.
Let D be the denominator of the fraction on the right in (18).
Let π be any odd prime dividing (Q Since q + 1 is a power of 2, it follows easily that q = q 0 = 2 p − 1 is a Mersenne prime, where, p is prime. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.2(4) that p 2 > 3; so by "stripping away primes" from (18) we must also have p 2 = 2n + 1. In particular, q ≡ 1 (mod 3) and q ≡ −1 (mod 4)
Since n and 2n + 1 are both primes > 3, we must have
. This forces β to be even. Finally, since p 4) we see that n ≡ 1 (mod 4) . This yields all parts of the conclusion to the proposition. 2
The POS Conjecture for the simple classical groups
For the remainder of the paper we continue the notation of the previous section: Let q be a power of a prime q 0 and let n 2. From Table III in [1] , except for certain orthogonal groups, each of the classical groups G of Lie type contains self-centralizing, cyclic maximal tori, T , such that T contains a conjugate of every element of order N = |T | in G (in some groups there are two families of tori). For convenience we reproduce that data here, which includes the numbers u = |N G (T ) : T | (and where the suitable restrictions on q to ensure G is simple are omitted).
From the Lie perspective, when G is a linear or unitary group where the Weyl group, W , of G is S n , the tori in Table 1 of order 1 d (q n − 1) are obtained as fixed points on a torus in the algebraic Table 1 Cyclic maximal tori for classical simple groups.
overgroup of a Frobenius endomorphism twisted with an n-cycle (which is the Coxeter class in W ). "Auxiliary" tori in Table 1 In the symplectic and odd dimensional orthogonal groups where the Weyl group, W , is Z 2 S n , the tori in Table 1 (q n − 1) are likewise obtained by twisting by an n-cycle times an element that generates the normal E 2 n as a cyclic F 2 S n -module -this again represents the Coxeter class in W , and has order 2n. The "auxiliary" tori are obtained by twisting by just the n-cycle itself.
In [1] the authors only specify upper bounds on the index, u, of the normalizer of a torus in its centralizer. A careful reading of their arguments yields the exact numbers listed in Table 1 . Alternatively, these parameters may be determined from the Lie-theoretic construction of the tori as |C W (w)|, where the torus is obtained by twisting a split torus (in the algebraic group, with Weyl group W ) with w (see [3, Proposition 3.3.6] ).
Each torus T contains a conjugate of every element of order N in G as follows (where [1] provides more detail): Each torus has order divisible by some primitive prime, p. A Sylow p-subgroup is then seen to be cyclic (via, for example, 10.1 in [13] ). In [1] it is shown that C G (x) = T for x a generator of the Sylow p-subgroup of T . Conjugacy of cyclic subgroups of order N now follows from the conjugacy of Sylow p-subgroups of G. Proof. Let G = L n (q). First we eliminate the n = 2 case. Note that if q is odd, then the Sylow q 0 -subgroups of L 2 (q) are TI-sets with normalizers of index q + 1, and so
If q 4 is even, then L 2 (q) contains cyclic, self-centralizing maximal tori T + and T − of (odd) orders we may assume n 3. Now G contains a cyclic, self-centralizing maximal torus T of order N specified in the first line of Table 1 satisfying Hypothesis I(L). By Proposition 2.3(L), G satisfies the POS Conjecture for N except under its restricted conclusions, so assume one of these occurs. Since n 3 we must have that n is either an odd prime or 4, and in both cases N is even.
Also G contains a cyclic, self-centralizing maximal torus T 1 of order N 1 specified in the second line of Table 1 Proof. We need only consider G = U n (q) when n 3. By lines 3 and 5 of Table 1 , G contains a cyclic, self-centralizing maximal torus T of order N satisfying Hypothesis I (in line 5, Hypothesis I is satisfied for n − 1 in place of n provided n 5). Thus the POS Conjecture is verified for these values of N unless one of the conclusions of Proposition 2.3(U) holds. In particular, n or n − 1 must be either 2, 4 or 6.
More specifically, if n or n − 1 equals 6, then q = 2 and so G = U 6 (2) or U 7 (2). By lines 4 and 6 of Table 1 , these groups contain self-centralizing cyclic maximal tori of orders 11 and 43 with corresponding normalizers of order 5 · 11 and 7 · 43 respectively. These order subsets are immediately seen to verify the POS Conjecture.
By line 6 of Table 1 , in each family U n (q) with n = 3 and 5 there is also a self-centralizing cyclic maximal torus of order
is not an integer, so the POS Conjecture is true for U 3 (q) and U 5 (q) via these N 1 , for all q.
It remains to consider the family G = U 4 (q) where the maximal torus in of order N does not verify the POS Conjecture, i.e., |O N (G)| | |G|. In particular, by Proposition 2.3(U) we must have that either G = U 4 (2) or U 4 (3) or N is even. In all cases by line 4 in Table 1 there is a self-centralizing cyclic maximal torus of order N 1 = Proof. We need only consider Sp 2n (q) when n 2, with q 3 when n = 2. Likewise we only need to consider G = O 2n+1 (q) when q is odd and n 3. We treat both families simultaneously, denoting a simple group in either family by G. By lines 7 and 9 of Table 1 , G contains a cyclic, self-centralizing maximal torus T of order N satisfying Hypothesis I case (SO). Thus the POS Conjecture is verified for this value of N unless one of the conclusions of Proposition 2.3(SO) holds. In particular, n must be either be an odd prime or 2, 4, 6 or 8. In all cases, by lines 8 and 10 of Table 1 , G contains another cyclic, self-centralizing maximal torus T 1 with
Moreover, T 1 contains a conjugate of every element of G of order N 1 so, as usual,
Suppose first n is an odd prime. In this case
Consider first when N is odd, so by Proposition 2.3(SO)(a)(ii) we must have q = 2 or 3. As in the proof of Proposition 2.3, write the unique factorization of N 1 as
When q = 2 (so G is symplectic and d = 1) we see that 3 | N 1 and N 1 is odd. In this case p 1 = 3 and, after simplifying, we may write
If s 2 we have a contradiction as the denominator on the right is even but the numerator is odd. (4), p ≡ 1 (mod 8) . Since N 1 is odd, the denominator of 2nN 1 /φ(N 1 ) has 2-power exponent 3. It follows that p − 1 | 8, so p − 1 = 8, a contradiction.
It remains to consider when n = 2, and so G is symplectic. Suppose first that q is even. Then N = (q − 1)(q + 1) is odd. Since q > 2 there are odd primes π 1 | (q − 1) and π 2 | (q + 1). As before, π 2 − 1 contributes a factor of 4 to the denominator of 2nN/φ(N) and π 1 − 1 a factor of 2; and so the 2-power exponent of this denominator is at least 3. This contradicts the observation that the 2-power exponent of the numerator is 2. Thus when q is even we have |O N (Sp 4 (q))| | |Sp 4 (q)|. Finally, when n = 2 and q is odd, the simple group Sp 4 (q) has exactly 2 classes of involutions: one class, with representative t 1 , similar to the matrix diag(−1, −1, 1, 1) in the universal cover, and one class, with representative t 2 , of elements of order 4 in the universal cover that square to the central element −I, i.e., t 2 is a projective involution in the simple projective symplectic group (see [27] ). Let = ±1 be such that q ≡ (mod 4). Then one easily computes that 
Assume this is the case. As usual write n − (22) 
In the Suzuki family, 
Since Φ 12 (q) is not divisible by any prime < 13 for every q, completely analogous arguments to these also show that:
(q) that is not a power of 13.
In the Tits simple group, 2 F 4 (2) , by the Atlas the Sylow 13-subgroups have order 13, are selfcentralizing, and have normalizer mod centralizer of order 6. As usual, |O 13 ( In the case of G 2 (q) note that N 1 = Φ 6 (q) is not divisible by 2 or 3 for any q. Thus for this torus it follows from (23) that N 1 must be a power of 7 (which happens for q = 3 and 19, for example). Next let N 2 = Φ 3 (q). By Lemma 2.2, N 2 is divisible by some prime > 3. Since N 2 is odd for all q, and since u = 6, it follows by "stripping away primes" from (23) as usual that N 2 must likewise be a power of 7. This is impossible as (N 1 , N 2 Note that the POS Conjecture holds in the simple group G 2 (2) ∼ = U 3 (3): A Sylow 7-subgroup has order 7, is self-centralizing, and has normalizer mod centralizer of order 3; thus 3 · 7/φ(7) / ∈ N.
Next consider F 4 (q) with N = Φ 12 (q). As before, p 1 13 and so for (23) to hold we reduce to when p 1 = 13 and r = 1, i.e., N is a power of 13 (which we shall see happens only for q = 2).
Assume first that q > 2 and N is a power of 13; then Table 2 . Since u = 9 is odd and 2 | Φ 9 (q) (i.e., p 1 − 1 is even), in the E 6 (q) case we obtain an immediate contradiction to (23) . Likewise, Φ 24 (q) is not divisible by any prime < 24, so we obtain a similar contradiction in the E 8 (q) case. This proves
Finally, in E 7 (q) the two cyclic maximal tori of orders 1 d (q 7 ± 1) are relatively prime, so one order is odd: call that order N. Since u = 14 in (23), it follows easily by "stripping away primes" that p 1 = 3 and subsequently r = 1; in other words N is a power of 3. This is impossible because either Φ 7 (q) or Φ 14 (q) 
